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OMEN X by HP Transceptor
Backpack
Pack. Leader.

Organize and protect all
your gaming gear
on-the-go. This backpack's
spacious interior and
adjustable roll-top design
give you incredible flexibility
to go where the action is.
Geared for gamers:
●
Designed for on-the-go gamers with a flexible roll-top design that adjusts to
the amount of gear you carry. Features ultra-padded shoulder straps and a
single-hand operable Fidlock buckle for quick access and comfort.
Protection is in the bag:
●
Give your gaming gear the protection it deserves. With a protective headset
compartment, a padded, ultra-soft 43.94 cm (17") diagonal laptop pocket, an
RFID pocket and rugged, water resistant fabric, this backpack safeguards
against bumps and weather.
Inventory never full:
●
You now have a place for all your gaming gear. Take everything you want with
spacious, icon-labeled pockets for your mouse, keyboard, laptop, and more.
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Product Features
Protect your investment:
A padded, ultra-soft 43.94 cm (17") diagonal laptop compartment protects your laptop when on the go.
Carry a little, or a lot:
The flexible roll-top design adjusts to the amount of gear you carry.
Everything has a place:
Mouse, keyboard, cables, and more – keep everything organized in spacious, icon-labeled pockets.
Headset strongbox:
Specially designed protective compartment keeps your headset safe and secure.
Easy-open buckle:
Fidlock buckle easily unlocks with one hand, and snaps closed with the help of magnets.
Brave the elements:
Keep devices and gear dry with a water-resistant outer shell and taped zippers.
Carry it all comfortably:
Adjustable chest and padded shoulder straps to make sure you’re comfortable on the go.
Get a handle on your gear:
Carry all your gear from the top with a reinforced top handle that can support its weight.
Smooth travels:
Breeze through security with a TSA-compliant design and conveniently stack on top of luggage using the trolly handle pass through.
RFID shielding:
Zippered, easy-access pocket for essential items with RFID-blocking theft prevention.
Water by your side:
Keep your water bottle within easy reach with two convenient side pockets.
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Compatibility

Fits up to 43.94 cm (17 inch) laptops

Dimensions

Out of Package: 540 x 350 x 220 mm
Packed: 550 x 410 x 220 mm

Weight

Out of Package: 2.39 kg
Packed: 2.43 kg

Warranty

Peace-of-mind coverage: Rest easy with an HP standard one-year limited warranty.

Additional information

P/N: 3KJ69AA
UPC/EAN code: 192018780842

Country of Origin

China

What's in the box

Backpack
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